In this paper, the research status of air drying articles design in college Apartments is analyzed, and functional impairment and design flaw in use are discussed; through the analysis of drying habit and drying function needs of college students, the college apartment air drying article is re-considered and re-designed based on humanized concept, which provides new concept for design of college apartment air drying articles.
Introduction
Over the years, the cost of student dormitories has always been the lowest among others; in addition, dormitory buildings have the highest space availability factor, and reflect the most balanced, basic and streamlined using needs [1] . With the social development, higher education is developing toward mass education and it pays more attention to people oriented education concept and respects for humanity and creativity. In order to help students to maintain the best state of learning and keep healthy, colleges are improving and creating favorable learning and living environments for students in the dormitories [2] . In daily life, air drying space is a must for students to dry their clothes, therefore, it must be considered in the design of college dormitories [3] . In late 1990's, student dormitories were upgraded to student apartments thanks to the upgrading of living facilities. The main change is that there is independent washing and toilet facility on the balcony of each apartment, which makes the indoor cloth drying possible in colleges. Compared to traditional clothes drying methods, students prefer indoor cloth drying, because traditional methods, i.e. drying in corridors, on windows and the roof floor as well as outdoor drying are time consuming and painstaking and impact overall appearance of the dormitory. However, the design traditional air drying articles cannot meet the needs of development of college apartments, and has flaws and function shortage. Therefore, it is indispensable to research college apartment design based on humanized design principle.
Research Status of College Apartment Air Drying Articles
The initiation of clothes drying behavior is currently unknown; in the early days, clothes drying are carried out outdoors, with the appearance of balcony in building design, indoor clothes drying became the routine behavior in daily life. The construction of college apartment balconies facilitates cloth drying for students, and the closely related clothes drying articles also play significant role. Due to the limitation of apartment space and construction cost, air drying articles are usually provided as auxiliary products, and often, only the most basic clothes hanging rods and clothing fork with simple design and functions are provided. This basic household furniture may cause many problems during the use by students.
The design of such products as clothes hangers, clothes hanging rods and clothing forks influences the cloth drying methods of users. Currently, there is no clothes air drying article specially designed according to the environment features of colleges and overall air drying needs of students. During the process of clothes air drying of students, the simple functions of clothes hangers, clothes hanging rods and clothing forks cannot meet the increasing using needs of students, and the design flaws of the product affect user experience.
Cloth air drying has become a part of daily life of residents in China. Nowadays, with the social and economic development, people are paying more attention to their living quality [4] . College students also bring up new demands on air drying articles.
Humanized Design of College Apartment Air Drying Articles
Nowadays, with the rapid development of market economy, people pay more attention to the quality and aesthetic taste of life, and have higher requirements on product design [5] . Humanized design is the ultimate design pursuit in the sense of human existence, it embodies the "people-oriented" design core concept, and it is the integration of aesthetics and ergonomics and the perfect and harmonious combination of people and products as well as people and nature [6] . This requires that college apartment drying article design should be people-oriented to meet both psychological and physiological needs of users, and give comprehensive considerations to function, shape, material, color and other aspects to achieve the harmonious balance among people, things, and the environment.
Refined Function
The specific function and overall application or purpose are called the product function. Nowadays, the humanized design of product function has always been the focus of people's attention. From the point of view of user's demand, how to perfect the function of product and how to make the function design more humanized are important factors in the function design [7] . During the design of air drying articles in college apartments, various needs of users shall be fully considered in-depth to enrich product functions. The process flow of clothes drying, for example, tidying up and taking out shall be analyzed to refine and re-design functions of air drying articles according to students' needs.
Simplified Structure
People-oriented design is a systematic design system that involves a wide range of factors, not only such material conditions as the form, color, structure and material of the product, but also social, environmental, man-machine, psychological and other factors [8] . The college apartment is a relatively narrow yet frequently used space for students, and clothes air drying space is a more confined space shared by all the students in the apartment, thus, the clothes drying balcony space for students is limited. This requires that the shape and structure of college apartment drying articles
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must be simplified to ensure that the articles will not occupy the students' daily life space. Meanwhile, they should also be easy to operate and conform to people's daily cognition and operation habits, to meet the various needs of users.
Diversity Respect
Universal design is the embodiment of the idea of human-oriented design. The ideal goal is to meet the needs of all people, so that people with different health conditions can use the product [9] . China is a vast country, each university has its own unique geographical location and climate features, in addition, students from different regions with different lifestyles and physiological characteristics (short or fat, healthy or disabled) lives in one apartment, therefore, differences must be respected in design of air drying articles in college apartment. In terms of color and material, not only the characteristics of the region, climate and customs of the university, but also the behavior habits, psychological needs and physiological differences of the students should be considered to ensure the universality of college air drying articles and meet the cloth drying requirements of college students.
Design Cases Demonstration
A well-designed product must embody the ingenious integration of and balance among human, environment, economy, technology, culture and other factors [10] . Cloth drying in the balcony is an inevitable activity of students living in college apartments, and the main products used are clothes hanger, clothes-drying rod and clothing fork. According to the analysis and consideration of various inconveniences during the use of air drying articles for cloth drying, the products are designed according to humanized design concept, and the specific process flow is as follows: Fig. 1 ig. 5 Servic 3 Fixed butt block 9 Ho f traditional t, the innova Figure 4 , d f people of n order to a n dry and we ion in the s hanger will y, the partit ion, which off, and also way to oc is in line w othes-drying rod is gene clothing fork ncy; when c and so on, 
